64 Zoo Lane
Genre: Animation
Episodes: 52 x 11'
Rights available: US
Produced by: Millimages, S.A.
Synopsis: Every night, Lucy climbs out of her bedroom window, slides down the long neck of Georgina the Giraffe, and listens to one of her animal friends tell a story as she enjoys the zoo right next door.

Ball
Genre: Pre-schoo
Episodes: 52 x 13'
Rights available: Worldwide excl.
Canada, Belgium and France
Distributor: Planet Nemo Animation, Asia
Produced by: Planet Nemo Animation, Subsequent Entertainment
Synopsis: Ball is a city dweller, in tune with daily challenges faced by today's young children.

Blinky Bill’s White Christmas – Feature Film
Genre: 2D Animation
Episodes: 1 x 60'
Rights available: TV/Video
Distributor: EM Entertainment
Produced by: Yoram Gross EMTV, WDR
Synopsis: Blinky Bill and his friends search for the rare and mysterious Wollum Pine Forest and celebrate the magic of a traditional European White Christmas in the Australian Bush.

Boulí
Genre: Pre-school
Episodes: 78 x 5' & 36 x 7'
Rights available: Worldwide
Distributor: AmperSand
Synopsis: Boulí simply tells funny stories which take him & his friends from snowy mountains to tropical beaches.

Cari²
Genre: Animation
Episodes: 26 x 30'
Rights available: Worldwide
Distributor: Portfolio Entertainment Inc.
Produced by: Portfolio Entertainment Inc.
Synopsis: A comedy series for tweens about a slacker who accidentally generates his own clone and then scrambles to cover up the trail of chaos that is left in his wake.

Casper: Scare School
Genre: Adventure Comedy
Episodes: 1 x 74'
Rights available: TV/Video
Distributor: Classic Media
Produced by: Evan Baily, Ralph Guggenheim, Bob Mittenhal, Sandra Walters
Synopsis: When Casper learns that his friendliness is a danger to ghosts and monsters everywhere, his only hope is to go to Scare School to develop his spooky side.

Code Lyoko
Genre: Animation
Episodes: 52 x 26'
Rights available: TV/Theatrical/Video/merchandising
Distributor: Moonscoop
Produced by: Moonscoop production (under the Antefilm label) co-produced with France 3 and Canal J
Synopsis: Four kids go on a mission to save the planet by travelling to a virtual world called Lyoko.

Danny & Daddy Duet
Genre:Animation
Episodes: 104 x 3'
Rights available: All rights
Distributor: Neptune Films
Produced by: Danny & Daddy Productions, S.L.
Synopsis: In each episode of this interactive series, Daddy and the viewers must guess the answer to a riddle set by Danny.

Di-Gata Defenders
Genre: Animation
Episodes: 26 x 30'
Rights available: Worldwide excl.
North America
Distributor: Nelvana
Produced by: Nelvana
Synopsis: Di-Gata Defenders follows four young heroes on their quest to find the pure stones in order to recast the spell of binding and restore order to the realm of RaDos.

Dim Dam Doum
Genre: Animation
Episodes: 39 x 5'
Rights available: Worldwide
Distributor: Dargaud Distribution
Produced by: Sita Productions
Synopsis: Dim, Dam and Doum live in an enchanted meadow strewn with colourful flowers, where life is full of everyday events and adventures to be shared with their family and friends.

Dr Dog
Genre: Animation
Episodes: 52 x 13'
Rights available: TV/Video
Distributor: MoonScoop
Produced by: Moonscoop (under the France Animation label), with TFI, ZDF, Canal J, Colorland, YLE/NRK/SVT, RTBF, ABC Australia, Media & CNC
Synopsis: Dr Dog is a dedicated doctor who'll do anything to help those in need.

Doggie in Disguise
Genre: Animation
Episodes: 104 x 7'
Rights available: All
Distributor: Neptune Films
Produced by: Neptune Films
Synopsis: The story of Doggie and his imaginary world in his sticker albums.

Dragon Booster
Genre: Kids Animation
Episodes: 39 x 30'
Rights available: Worldwide
Distributor: Alliance Atlantis International Distribution Limited (World. Excl. Canada) and Alliance Atlantis Productions Ltd. (Canada)
Produced by: Pacific Coast Productions, LLC/Film Financial & Production, LLC & Alliance Atlantis Productions Ltd
Synopsis: In a fantastic world where humans and dragons co-exist, an ordinary teen is transformed into the Dragon Ecoster: a hero charged with saving the world.

Flipper & Lopaka – Season III
Genre: Animation
Episodes: 26 x 24'
Rights available: TV/Video
Distributor: EM Entertainment
Produced by: EM TV Group, Yoram Gross/EM-TV, Animation Filmakers Corporation, ZDF Enterprises
Synopsis: Flipper and his best friend Lopaka take us into their world below the waves.

Friday Wear
Genre: Animation

Episodes: 52 x 30'
Rights available: Worldwide
Distributor: AB International Distribution
Produced by: KBP Productions
Synopsis: Friday Wear relates the adventures of Diana and Lucy, two young and pretty interns who erupt into a grown up world at a time when passing from childhood to adulthood doesn't happen seemlessly.

Frog & Friends
Genre: Animation
Episodes: 26 x 7'
Rights available: Worldwide
Distributor: Telescreen
Produced by: Telescreen
Synopsis: Based on the International best-selling Frog books. Characters share a belief in bravery, honesty, trust and friendship.

Gene-Fusion
Genre: CGI Action
Episodes: 1 x 84'
Rights available: TV/Video/DVD
Distributor: Media & Licensing
Produced by: Banjmx/jpops
Synopsis: The teenage winners of 'Gene-Fusion Fight's global talent contest find more in common than a talent to create Marauding Monsters.

George of the Jungle
Genre: 2D Animation
Episodes: 26 x 30'
Rights available: TV/Video
Distributor: Classic Media
Produced by: Evan Baily, Chris Bartleman, Blair Peters, Tiffany Ward
Synopsis: George, King of the Jungle, lives with best friend Ursula and his older brother, an ape named Ape.

Gerald McBoing Boing
Genre: Animation
Episodes: 52 x 11'
Rights available: TV
Distributor: Cookie Jar Entertainment Inc.
Produced by: Cookie Jar Entertainment Inc.
Synopsis: As Gerald the "noise-making boy" grew, he never did learn to "talk words," and instead became profoundly articulate in the "language"